
 
 

Long-Lasting And Effective Advertising? Get It with Personalised Metal Mugs 

With personalised items you can promote your reality in several ways. From promotional products to 

corporate gifts for employees, printing the brand logo on an object of common use will ensure a great 

image return. Especially if you go for special accessories with a detail that can amaze. 

Personalised metal mugs are the perfect example of how an item we find in everyone's home can become 

an exceptional communication tool for a company's identity. These cup models take advantage of the 

advertising effect of custom mugs and the 

unparalleled qualities of the material. By doing so, 

they are able to fascinate for their aesthetic 

performance and surprise for their usefulness 

and longevity. 

Familiar Items for Everyday Promotion: How 

Personalised Metal Mugs Shine in the Kitchen and 

Office 

Custom mugs, cups and glasses are the answer to 

every advertising campaign. Their usefulness in 

everyday life makes them suitable for any 

occasion, place, and target. How many times do 

we have a sip of tea during the day? And who can 

do without a cup of milk or coffee at breakfast? 

These objects are largely present in our lives, but 

we always want more. This is precisely why a brand can only benefit from including personalised mugs in 

its marketing campaign. 

A strength of custom mugs and personalised espresso cups is that they do not just enter customers' homes 

as personalised kitchen accessories. On the contrary, they are always welcome inside the office, too. 

Employees can enjoy them during breaks or while in front of the computer. Used as company accessories, 

custom cups and mugs make the team feel comfortable during working hours. Everyone can benefit from 

this little treat and improve their own experience. Of course, productivity will be higher as well, as sipping a 

hot drink has a relaxing effect. What better way to deal with performance stress? 

For all these reasons, personalised mugs are the perfect corporate gifts for customers as well as for 

employees. In the first case, they spread the logo in different houses. In the second, they give your team all 

the attention they need to feel at ease at work. Custom metal cups, in particular, are amazing when it comes 

to giving a distinct image of the company. Their uncommon look and quality will have a wonderful effect on 

those who receive them. 

Custom Steel Mugs: Convey Professionalism and Attention to Detail with a Durable and Elegant Item 

Personalised corporate gifts are not only used to give greater visibility to the logo. Besides that, they convey 

a distinctive image of the brand that gives them away. From the choice of the item to the print, every detail 

can make you look outstanding in the eye of the public. This is why custom steel mugs have a 

communicative power in their neutral version as well. The material gives an idea of amazing quality and 

attention to detail. Customisation, on the other hand, helps you brand your promotional products and 

emphasise their chic effect.  

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/coffee-cups
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware


 
 

Common, But Never Out of Place Materials: The Properties of Metal and Steel 

Steel is widely present in our daily lives. We do not only find in 

objects, but in words as well. Being “strong as steel” means being 

stable and enduring, unlikely to bend or break. It refers to 

something reliable as well.  

For these reasons, it enjoys the highest consideration in the 

world of promotional products. It is a sign of quality. You find 

it in personalised metal water bottles, which are often in the 

welcome kit of new employees or offered to customers. 

Personalised metal keyrings too are very popular. These 

corporate gifts combine quality and taste in a small, useful and 

charming accessory. Finally, engraved metal pens are worth a 

mention. These items are unparalleled gifts for special events 

and must-have promotional products on the desks of 

professionals. 

Metal corporate gifts are incredibly resistant and always 

appreciated for that. They do not get damaged and maintain 

their performativity over time. This is true both on the aesthetic 

and functional level. For businesses, this results in a prolonged 

and lasting advertising impact. For the customer, in the occasion 

of enjoying the usefulness and charm of custom steel cups for 

a long time and always at the most. Those who use them will see your logo several times and be impressed 

by their durability. As a result, they will see your brand as trustworthy.  

Present Yourself as Attentive to Quality: The Visual Impact of Personalised Metal Mugs 

The attention to detail is what makes the difference nowadays. With the ever increasing competition, it is the 

small features that distinguish a brand. Personalised metal cups are a guarantee of success. In the blink of 

an eye, they convey the idea of a company which cares for quality. Besides the properties of the material, it 

is the aesthetic performance which plays a crucial role on the effect that custom steel mugs and 

personalised metal cups have on the audience. 

Metal stands out for its shine. It seizes attention while being discreet. Custom metal cups look elegant, just 

like personalised glass mugs. This is due to the materials, which both have an excellent visual impact. These 

corporate gifts convey that the company does not limit itself to the first option. On the contrary, it appears 

as willing to search for the best to give to its customers and employees.  

If you want to make personalised metal mugs look even more refined, engraving is what it takes. A simple 

logo, near a name or a message, will look classic and will be able to meet everyone's tastes. Engraving 

custom steel mugs is then a sure hit whoever is going to receive them. Another option is to create a digital 

print. This technique will allow you to highlight the colours of the brand.  

Choose and Customise Metal Cups and Steel Mugs: Useful Tips and Ideas 

Going for a stainless steel personalised travel mug is a guarantee of success. In spite of the popularity of 

custom metal cups, it is essential to find the model that best responds to your promotional goal. The options 

on our website are different. For instance, you can choose: 

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/metal-aluminium-sport-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/metal-aluminium-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/writing/personalized-pens/metal-aluminium-pens
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/personalised-glass-mugs


 
 

• Personalised metal mugs with or 

without handle. The first option is 

more convenient if your cups will 

be placed on the table most of the 

time. The second is comfortable to 

carry around. If you are looking for 

personalised travel mugs, this is 

something for you; 

• Custom mugs, perfect if you aim to 

offer an original version of one of 

the most classic corporate gifts. 

These corporate gifts will show 

your desire to amaze and stand 

out; 

• Printed cups, appealing to those who love versatile objects; 

• Personalised thermal mugs, which hint at a strong attention to comfort. They are particularly 

suitable for employees – who can enjoy a hot tea even after being away from the desk for quite a 

while. However, these items are a special treat to give to customers as well. Most of them are 

personalised travel mugs. The fact that they are comfortable to carry will no doubt be a 

highlight. 

• Colourful or neutral custom metal cups, with which you can obtain the best and most original 

aesthetic performance. You can choose a sober effect or the colours of the brand.  

Printed metal mugs can be the corporate gifts you are looking for. They fit your marketing strategy or office 

perfectly, whatever goal you are aiming for. An engraving or digital print will reproduce your logo and any 

writing or image you want to apply and make it well visible. The large customisation area will be of great help 

in this sense. Your name will be easy to read, and your stainless steel personalised mug will withstand 

several uses. Always maintaining their function and charm, custom metal cups will prove to be exceptional 

promotional products. Finally, you will convey that you care for the needs of the customer or employee. 

Printed metal mugs create a solid bond with the former and strengthen the relationship with the latter. All 

you have to do now is choose your personalised metal mugs and entrust them with the promotion of your 

brand – you will not regret it! 

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/mugs
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/glasses
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/travel-and-thermo-mugs

